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Hello!

"Perfection is achieved, not when there is nothing more to
add, but when there is nothing le to take away."
Antoine de Saint-Exupery

Skills
Work (IT related)

Languages

design - mostly web and prototypes
webdev - senior on it, passionated
mobile - cross-platform dev
automation - dev and executioner
dba - sql advanced, no-sql junior
networking - Technician, CCNA cert

Portuguese (Brazil) - Native
English - Fluent
Spanish/Italian - Understandable
Japanese - Advanced

Education
Regular studies w/o technician High School
2005~2007 at C.E. Henrique Castriciano

Computer Engineering (incomplete) University
2008~2012 at UFRN

Computer Network Electronics Tech. (intl. schollarship) College
2014~2015 at College of New Caledonia in Prince George, BC - Canada

Technology in Analysis and Systems Dev. (incomplete) University
2013~2015 at IFRN

Work Experience
Programmer / Researcher @ National Institute of Space Research (INPE)
2009

Schollarship to research and develop a desktop and web applications to gather and
display data of spectrophotometers that measure UV data in the LAVAT.
Technician @ DEFAU Network Systems Corp.
January ~ April 2015 in Canada

Developed their new website, applied a new so ware (Zabbix) for monitoring their clients
and trained the co-workers to use it. Also worked as field senior technician mostly with
Windows Server and Linux related jobs. Successfully documented disaster-recovery ways to
use in servers.
IT Manager @ Interdev
March 2016 ~ Today

Manage and train a team of full-stack developers that code and give support to an ERP
So ware and an ISO 9001 Management So ware. Also we provide integration solutions for
third-party so wares and clients.
Freelancer
2007 ~ Today

In High School I began to work professionally in IT area, mostly in web development,
sometimes home automation services and for close friends some tech (fixing) stu .

Interests
Traveling
Since I was a kid I always dreamed about visiting a lot of di erent places in the world, but
a er living abroad, my passion just grown stronger.
Learning
In every area, but mostly in IT area every day you have to learn something new or re-learn
in a new way what you may already think you know to keep current and this is what I'm
passionate about.
Casual gaming
Who doesn't like chilling with friends talking about random stu and immersing yourself
into new worlds, new campaigns and having a lot of fun?
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